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ABSTMGT: This is a study of the scattering and diffraction of M solitary wnve by 
a surfacepiercing vertical cylinder held fixed in shallow water. Particulx interest 
in mused on the roles played by the nonliaear effects and tho dispersive effects in 
this fully rhrce-dimensional ptoMcm of strong interaction between a solitary wavc 
#nd a solid ztrrlcture. The theoretical model adopted~here far predicting the scat- 
tering and propagation of three-dimensional long waves in shallow water is the 
generalized Bomsinesq ( g B )  two-equalion model. developed by SYu. Using this 
modcl. thc predicted flow field, the free-surface elevations, the wave-induced forces 
w ing  on the cyiindcr during the wave impact. and thc subsequent evolution of 
the %tittered wave field ~ I L !  numerically evaluated. Thc numeriwi rcsults show that 
the front of the scattered wave field pro agates vcry nearly in a circular tw11, which 
i s  concenrrb tu the cylinder as an ovcra! topographical structure. This rematltable 
asymptotic gcomerrical feature of the resulting scatwed wavc cannot be obtained 
without thc basic equations being able to cnrreurly model the three-dimensional 
effects, and without bias toward thc direction of wave propagation. The role of 
the nonlinear, dispersive, and linear wnvr effects during the wave-structure inter- 
action ere discusxd in dctail. 
Prediction of wave-induced forces on surface-piercing strwtures is an 
irnporlat~t subject in ~ ; \va l  hyd~odynaniics and ocean engineering. The linear 
diffraction theury for deep water was first developed by Havelock (1940). 
and was later extended by MacCrrlny and Fuchs (1954) to general water 
depths; they also made comparisons between theory and experiment. This 
problem was also discussed by Mei (1983). The second-order forces on a 
body were evaluated by Lighthill (1979) aud Molin (1979). They used Green's 
second identity to  derive an explcssion for the second-order potential force 
that did not require the explicit calcularion ~f that potential. Recently. 
Eatock Taylor and Hung (1987) reexamined the theory given by Molin 
(1979) in studying second-order diffraction forces an a vertical cylinder, and 
provided a better convergence to the awkward free-slrrface integral by in- 
vestigating the far field behavior of the first- m d  second-order potentials. 
It seems that nonlinear theory fur diffraction of waves by obstasles in 
shallow water has received only limited attention. Isaacson (1982) presented 
an integral-quatiun merbod based on Green's theorem for calndating the 
interaction of mnlinear waves with structures. He presented only two cases 
with relatively strong ir~cident solitary waves of wave height-water depth 
ratio equal to 1!4 and 113 (both assigned tc) move with the Iinc;rrized critical 
speed). and the wave-induced forces were available only for a floating cir- 
cular clock of drift equal to one-third of the water depth. Later, Issacson 
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(1983) gave il linear dillractia~ solution in closed fort11 for a sulirary wave 
yrt3pagating past u fixed vertical cylinder peiictrating the entire water column 
by using n Fourier integral method, He con~pared the results of his two 
methods only for a solitary wave incident on a circular cylinder, with an 
initial amplitude of 0.1 of the water depth, which is small and which retlects 
good agreement between the two theories. Surface elevations were not 
re ortcd in e~ther work. 
Eor saldiifs of the ditfracriw ald scattering of soliriq waves by structures. 
it is convenient to intrrlctuce the €ulluving rwu dynamic parameters: 
and 
where u = the a l q ~ l i t u d ~  of a solitary wave pn~pagarir~g un water of uniform 
depth ir,. The parik1lete.r Kw may be regardcd as a gencrulixatiun uf the 
Keulegan-Carpenter number to the case for solitary waves on account of 
Iht! :~pri1xirnz1tinn that the product of the period T and the wave speed L 
= L g(h, + a) (where g is the grilvitatir~rt;rJ conmnt) may bc replaced by 
d standard wavelength scalc, which is dh$G. dnd that the ratiu of fluid 
velu,~iky U to wave velwiy c is p~opurtivtlrrl to uir'r,. The vrl~er parawter 
K ,  i s  seen ro be approximately tht: ratiu of D L  tv the square st the solilary 
wuvalel~glh scalc. Thus we see that fvr K ,  +: I, the inertial forcc is ?is- 
nificar~t; whereas for K, >> 1, thc vortex-flow drag will dominxs the 
h ~ l l l a l  force. 'I'he precise criteria of diffraction and scattering becoming 
iluportant ie [ems uf K, will require'further work; however, it may be 
expected ro be abuut K ,  2 1 .  
The primary interest of this study is tu concentrate on t lk  prublcm of 
diffraction and scattering uf solitary waves r?rt a vertical cylinder for the 
parucular case where scattering a ~ x l  diffrac~ian processes arc impmtiu~t and 
the irlcnial force is the most bipnificant force on the cylinder. We arc alsv 
concerned with large umplirude waves where  onli linear effects may influence 
the wave-structure interaction. 
In this paper, we 6hdjl use the gencraked Buussinesy (gB)  tlvo-equation 
model tor numerical cun~putatiun, n r d  we shall employ a bo~nldasy-fitted 
coordinate system to evi~lute the rransrnissiun, reflecrion. and diffraction of 
an initially plane solitary wave as it propagates past a vertical cylinder in a 
channcl. Tlic ,~8 equatiorls have k e n  succ:crssfuIly bolvecl nunlericelly by a 
llumber of imestlgrrtors for a variety of appli~aLiuas, iilcluCllng wave prop- 
agation over suDmeroed tvyographies (Schembcr 1982). moving plessurc 
c i i ~ t ~ r b i ~ n ~ c ~  (Wu m $ ~ u  1'182), and harbor n x m m c e s  (Lepclletier 1Y81). 
A numerk~l method based on a finite differcuce scheme is employed in the 
preseut work. with some improvemer~l fruru ttie previous work by Wu amf 
Wu (lc)tYL). wxo develupell the methud. Comparisuns benvecn our nunsr- 
ical results aud those of Isaacson (1983) are also discussed. 
The fluid is assumed to be incumpressihlz and inviscid. and the motinn 
irrotalional. Wnves are allowed to propagate in two horizoollrl Jinlehsiuns 
r = ( x .  y ) ,  and are assumed to have wavelengths much larger than the 
water depth. The z-axis pvints upward. with the plane z = 0 coinciding 
with the uridisturbed free surface. The displacement of the free surface from 
the undislurbed warer level is ( ( x ,  y ,  t ) ,  aud the bottom is horizontal, fixed 
at z = - A ,  = constant. As a specilic casc, we cmsider the resulting 
scattering wave field wheu a solitary wave encounters a vertical circular 
cylinder, which is held fixed symmetrically in the center of a channel and 
pierces the free surtace (Fig. 1) Here, x points in the directiun of the i~icident 
svllrary wave, and y in the transverse di~cctiyn. 
'rhare are twu important dimensionless pararncters used for characteriziog 
long waves 
where u = a typical wave amplitude; Jt, = thc undisturbed watcr depth; 
and h denotes a typical wavelength. The value of or provides an estimate of 
the level at which the nonlinear effects t,el~d to steepen the forward wave 
slope, while the value of F indicates the degree to which thc dispersive 
effects cause the longer waves to move at higher velocities. Both a and F: 
are assumed to be small; however, if their ratio U,  = C Y / E ~ ,  ~ I IOWII  as the 
Ursell number, is of order one, U,  = U(1), thy currwpo~lclhg equalions 
of motion are said tu belong to the Boussinesq class for weakly nonlinear 
and weakly dispersive long waves. 
The theuretical model adopted here to represent forced three-dimensional 
long waves evolving and propagating in two horizontal dirncnsions on shal- 
low water is the generalized Buussinesy ( g B )  two-equatiou model developed 
by Wu (1979) 
FIG. 1. Schematic Diagram of Inltial Solitary Wave lncldent Upon SurfaccPiercing 
Vertical Cylinder 
1 h a h2 6, + - (V&>' -t ( + pa = -- [h, + V*(hVQ) - -V2$, . . . . . . . . . .  2 2 at 6 (4) 
where V = (alax, a/@) denotes the horizontal gradient in Cartesian cour- 
dinates; z = [(x, y ,  t) is the frge-surface displacement; p&, y :  t) = the 
ambient surface pressure; and Hx, y ,  t )  = the layer-mean value of the 
original velocity potential + ( x ,  y, z ,  t ) ,  defined by 
Thcse equations admit a11 ambienr surface pressurep,(.x. y ,  t) and a variable 
bottom ropc~graphy z = - h(x.  y ,  t ) ,  provided both are of order U(a) and 
vary only slawly 1n space and tirne. Here. these equations are dir~lchsionless 
in t u r n  with ( x ,  y ,  z ,  h, C) all referenced to h,, t to ItJc,, 4 to h,c,, and p 
to pgh,, where p is the fluid density, arid c, = (gli,)1t2. Eq. (3) rcprcsents 
the conservatiun of mass. (4) represents the conservation of hurizontal mo- 
mentum, and they have a relative error of 0 ( c 4 .  as2). This set of two 
equations Cur the two unknowns 1 aud@incorporates (to the order of terms 
retained) the nonlinear kincmntic and dynamic boundary conditions on the 
lree surface (z = 5 )  m d  the kinematic boundary condition on the bottom 
(z = - i t ) .  'l'he kinematic bmmdary conditioi~s on the surface of the wave- 
scattering structure and the initial flow condition are yet to be suyplz~xmted. 
The equations (3) and (4) can be further simplified for the present case 
where p, = U and h = A, = 1 to read 
5, + V .  [(1 e t)Vc$] = 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ... . . . . .  16) 
Eqs. (6) and (7) for 5 arid 4 arc to bc solved with appropriate initial, 
boundary, and radiation conditions over the flow domain and its boundaries. 
Mole specifically. wc shall coasider a water charmel of width W lwunded 
by two vertical rigid side walls at  y = -C W/2  and filled with a layer ul  water 
of uniform depth h,. A vertlcal circular cylinder of radius R is held fixcd 
symmetricelly between the sidewalls, extending upward from the horizontal 
bottom to pierce through the waler surface. 
The kinematic boundary condilion on the channel walls and on the cyl- 
inder surface requires that the nonnal fluid velocity viinish there 
where n = the unit nurmal to these fixed boundaries. 
'Ihese boundary conditions are supylcmented by the initial candition that 
at time t = 0, a given right-going solitary wave, which is a solution of (6) 
and (7) and is ;r wave stretched straight across the chanr~el in which the 
water is otherwise quiescent, moves toward the circular cylinder from an 
initial posidon sufficiei~tly far upstream. The problem is to determine the 
subsequent tluid motion for t .'- 0. 
The wave-induced hydrodynamic force F acting on a cylinder of rddius 
R with its center at (x,. 0) will. be, by syrnnierry, in the a-directiun. For 
cunvcnience of cornpiirison to previous theories, we define the force coef- 
ficienr C,(t) as the integral of the x-carnponenr of tlke cxcess pressure pfi  -t 
z Over the surface of the cylinder in contact with the fluid, yielding, in 
cueffi~ient form 
where e, = the unit normal along the x-axis. The pressure on the cylinder 
surface, p, = y(x, + R cos 0, R sin 8, z .  t ) ,  can be evaluated from the 
Dernoulll equation 
and the velocity potential + can be found from 
This last relatiu~iship betwecu the l_ocal velocity potential +(x,  y ,  z ,  t )  atid 
the layer-mean vcluclty potential, $(x ,  y,  t ) .  is readily dcduced from Wu 
(1979. 1981) using the series expansion of b, and equations given therein. 
The numerical method applied to computation of the basic equatiuns is 
based on the method established by Wu and Wu (1982) using a rnodified 
Euler's predictor-correctsr algurithm for time advancing and a central dif- 
ference representation fur the space derivatives in both lungitudinal aad 
transverse directions. To facilitate the applications of the boundary condi- 
tions on the bounding surfaces and to simplify the cam utdlional domain, 
a numerical coordinate transformation is introduced. 1% e boundary-fitted 
cool dinate transformation technique, intfoduced by Tllvuipson et al. (1974, 
lW7), which transforms the original computatiun domain in the ( x ,  y)-platle 
into a qimple rectangular region with equal grid spacing with respect to new 
coordinates, is adopted here. The transformed coordinates [g(x, y). T(x. y ) ]  
satisfy the following Poissvn equation, which is chosen as the coordimrc- 
generating cqnation 
whcrt Y(&, 71) alid Q(5,  11) = the attraction functions for the 5 = constaut 
and q '- c w s t m t  lines, respeQively, and may be choscn to make the 
coordinate lines lucally to concentrate to a desired degree. We adopt the 
form suggested by Thompson et al, (1977), with the P and Q in (12) end 
(13) assu~niog the form 
in which sgn(x) = !! when x = 0 and equal to 2 1 for x> or C-0. a i ~ I  c, 
afid cl are the attraction a~nplitude and decay codstant, respectively. These 
two functiuns give the effect UP altracting =. constant lines to the F, = 5, 
line and altracting q = constant lines tu the q = q, line, for each give11 5, 
and ql. 'The cuvrdindtes uf each grid p i n t  in the physical domain are cou~- 
puled numerically frum the transformution equallulls after interchanging 
the dcpendeilt and independent variables in (12) and (13) under the con- 
dition of known bvuodary coordinates. Since contracting the mesh spacing 
near solid bou~iclaries helps minimize the numeric.il1 errur due to the large 
spatial rate of gcomelric changes adjacent to the cylinder, we chuse c, = 
LOO mid r, = 1.5. which gemrates a sufficiently dense mesh in the region 
close to the cylinder surface. A typical curvilinear coordinate for this study 
is shown in Fig. 2. (The curviiiiiear coordinate line of q = constant is plotted 
every other curve.) 
The tlumericd computations are perfor~iled i11 the transformed domain, 
in which the gB eyuativns [(6) and (7)] are transfurmed to become 
and 
X 
WG. 2. Curvilinear Cmrdlnste System and Numerical GrM In Physical Domain 
(G Y) 
where 
arid 
Eqs. (16) and (17) are nonlinear time-dependent partial diffcrentiai equa- 
tions with known variable coefficients, and these coefficients only depend 
oh the wordinate transfurmation, which is already determined. 
The ~nudified Euler method based on a predictor-corrector finite differ- 
cnce scheme developed by Wu and Wu (1982) i s  employed to solve the 
basic equations [116) and (1711. The algorithm proceeds vith time advancing 
by predic~ur-corrector steps ;md a cer~tral difference representation for space 
derivatives in the transformed plane of (<,TI) (Appendix I). The free-surface 
elevation 5 is calculated explicitly from ths resulting difference cyu? tluns. ' 
whereas the layer-mean vclucity potentialhis obtained through an implicit- 
iteration procedure. 
The kinematic couditiun on the side wall is 
and the buu~idary condition on the circular cylinder surface (8), when ex- 
pressed m terms of the (<. q)-coordi~~ates in the transfurmed planc, is 
where the location of the surface specified corresporlds to the ci~cular cyl- 
inder at ( x ,  y )  = (x ,  + R cos 0, R sin 8). Eq. (25)  is approximated by 
central differences. For the retnaining boundary conditions far tiom the 
cyli~ider at x = x ,  and x, (which are the longitudinal boundaries of the 
computational region), we adopt the open boundary condition first intra- 
driced by Wu and Wu (1982) as a "radiation condition," which may be 
written as 
where G represents cf, aud ;, and the + or - sign is choscn for the right 
bou~idary (x = x,) or the left boundary (x = x,).  This one-diruensional 
wave equation [(%)I bas proven very effective to ensure that uearly dl 
primary waves leave both upstream and downstream bounilaries with only 
very negligible ncmphysical reflections back into the region of compurdtio~i, 
even though there now exist three-dimensional upstream-pruyiigating scat- 
tered waves. 
The initial free surface has a specified solitary wave located at x = x, for 
t = 0, which lies just inside the left boundary but still sufl'iciently far £rum 
the cyljnder, propagating toward the cylinder with an initial wave profile 
given as 
CY 5 = - [sech2k(s - ct - x,) + cx sech4k(x - cc - xu)] for t = 0 
l + a  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (27) 
where 
c = (1 + a)lr2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ('w 
The ctlncspollding initial layer-mean velocity potential is 
at  t = 0. It car1 be readily shown that (27) and (30) give a permanent wave 
~olution to the Boussinesq equations [(6)  and (7)] (Schember 1982). 
A series of numerical tests were performed to ascertain the convergence 
of the numerical scheme. Satisfdctory results were ulrtaitlecl taking grid sizes 
of Ax = 0.25, A,v = 0.12 - 0.1, and At = U.2, for which the excess rmss 
inside the comp~tatiurli\l region changed by less than 0.5% after 150 time 
steps, and furthei reduction of the space or time ste s did nut significa~ltly P alter the resulting wave shapes. From compuratior~a or solitary waves with- 
out the scattering cylinder, we fouud the relative change of wave amplitude 
to be less than 2% for an incident wave of amplitude a = 0.3, and with A t  
as large as 0.2 after the wave had traveled more than 30 water depths, 
The salient features of the numerical results computed using the gB equa- 
tions are demolistrated for the case of 
where u = the initial amplitude of the incident solitary wave. The corn- 
putatiun was carried out with nununifom grid sP~e, where Ax is about 0.25, 
Ay varies over a range from 0.12 to 0.4, and At = 0.2. The nonlinearity 
parameler ct - 0.5, which is moderately large, was chosen to sufficiently 
exhibit the noulinear aspccls of the wave encouutcr. 
Fig. 3 shows a time sequence of three-dimensional perspective view plots 
of the free-surface elcvariun for a = 0.5. The incident solitary wave (initially 
located at x = 0) propagating toward the vertical cylinder is shown at t = 
9. In the stage of wave peak impacting on the cylinder. the solitary wave 
simply piles up in front of the cylinder surface, and the wave profile is shown 
at t = 12. The backscattering in the first stage of wave impaa is already 
evident at f = 14, followed by the diffraction of local waves around the 
cylinder (t = 17), and almost simultaneously the forward scattering of the 
primary wave emerges abreast, An heresting feature of the propagation 
of the primary wave after impacting on the cylinder is that the central wave 
WG. 3. Three-Dimensional Psrspeetive View of Free-Surface Elevation tar n = 
0.5 and RIh, = 2 in Time Sequence 
FIG. 3. (~0ntinued) 
crest, though lower in amplitude, can almost follow, with the same wave 
speed, the side wave crests. which are of larger amplitudes (t = 17). This 
amplitude variation, along with the crest of the primary wave and the ability 
of the wave to propagate as a coherent solitary wave, remains noticeable 
even when the wave has propagated a distance of more than 20 water depths 
beyond the cylinder (t = 30). 
The magnitude of the incipient backscattered wave (being about 0.2 at t 
= 14, when the main wave crest has just passed the center of the cylinder) 
and the considerable contribution of excess mass, momentum, and energy 
from the primary wave to the scattered wave (as shown by the central 
decrement of wave crest at t = 17 when the primary wave has just passed 
the cylinder) all lend evidence to the c o ~ ~ c l u s i o ~ ~  that both nonlinear and 
dispersive effects play an important role during the wave-body interaction. 
The postimpact wave field at t = 30 shows the results of this nonlinear 
interaction. There, the finite amplitude of the transmitted wave, the newly 
evolved waves advancing behind the expanding front of the scattered wave, 
and the residual oscillations of smaller scales near the cylinder all show a 
continued, wcll-balanced interplay of both the nonlinear and dispersive 
effects. 
The contour plot (Fig. 4) at t = 30 shows that the front of the scattered 
wave field has very nearly circular belts conccntric to the cylinder. Although 
circular in an overall topographical structure, these waves show considerable 
amplitude variation around their circular crests. It appears that this re- 
markable asymptotic geometrical feature of the resulting scattered waves 
cannot be obtained without the basic equations being able to correctly model 
the three-dimensional effects, and without bias toward the longitudinal di- 
rection over the transverse ones. 
The three-dimensional free-surface plots for initial waves with amplitude 
a = 0.1 and a = 0.3 are shown in Fig. 5 at t = 30. All of the topographic 
features seen in the wave elevations for a = 0.5 are also observed here at 
a less pronounced level. Even at a = 0.1. where K ,  = 1.6, the wave 
FIG. 4. Contour Plot of FreWSurface Elevation for a = 0.5 and Rlh, = 2 at t = 
30. Solid Lines Represent Constant Positive Elevation, and Dashed Lines Denote 
Negative Surface Displacement, wlth Elevation Difference of 0.0251a0 between Con- 
secutive Lines 
FIG. 5. Three-Dimensional Perspective View of Free-Sutface Elevation for Rih, 
= 2, r = 30, and: (a) cr = 0.1 ; ( k )  a = 0.3 
diffractian is significant, and it remains to be seen at what level, if any, the 
wave diffraction and scattering become insig~iificnnt for solitary waves. 
Fig. 6 furnishes a comparison on the relative importance of: (I) The linear 
wave propagatio~ terms (--- line), (ii) the nonlinear terms (- line), 
and (iii) the dispersive'terms (--- line) appearing in the momentum 
equation [(7)]. These three terms must sum to zero at every instant in time 
and for all (x, y ) .  For a free solitary wave away from any boundaries. all 
three ternrms are of comparable magnitude (see t = 10). As the wave is 
scattered and diffracted by the cyli~lder, hoth the nonlinear and the linear 
terms nearly double in absolute value ( t  = 14 and 15). Although the dis- 
persive term does not increase appreciably in magnitude during the inter- 
action period, it is marked with a significant change ia its relative phase. 
a11d this change is accompanied by comparable changes in phase of the 
linear and nonlinear terms. Finally, at t = 30. the transmitted wave far 
downstream of the cylinder recovers its solitary wave shape, with the am- 
plitude and phase relations between the various terms returning to their 
relative magnitude and phase appropriate to the free solitary wave, which 
has survived the scattering. Thus, we clearly see that the nonlinear features 
are essential for the propagation of the solitary wave, and for the interaction 
with the cylinder where wave amplitudes become large and change riipidly, 
From Fig. 6 at r = 30 we also note that the scattered wave appears to 
evolve as a linear dispersive wave as it propagates away from the cylinder, 
with the nonlinear term being relatively small. The importance of dispersion 
in the scattered wave is further apparent fro111 the observation that the 
scattei-ed wave develops an undulatory tail, which is apparent from the 
surface elevation plots (Fig. 21, which shows the evolution of a series of 
circular waves behind the expanding scattered wave. The development of 
a train of oscillating waves behind an outward running positive wave, which 
initially has a cylindrical sulitary-wave profile, has been observed hoth nu- 
merically by Chwang and Wu (1976) and experimentally by Chwang and 
Wu (personal communication). 
The force acting on the cylinder Cf is numerically determined and plotted 
as a function of time in Fig. 7. Also sliown here are the corresponding rcsults 
FIG. 6. Comparisons between Contributions from: (a) Linear Terms (-------- 1; (b) 
Nonlinear Terms (-); and (c) Dispersive Terms (--- ) in Momentum Equation 
[(8)] for a = 0.5. Vertical Cylinder is located between x = 15 and 19 as Indicated 
FIG. 7. Comparison of Force Coefficient, C,, obtained by Present Calculations 
Using gB Model (-) and Issacson's Linear Closed-Form Solution (1983) 
(- - - - - - - - 1 
of Isaacson (1'183), who calculated the force based on the superpsition of 
an incident solitary wave and a combination of reflected circular waves with 
their amplitudes determined by the boundary rotldition (8) applied on the 
cylinder surface. The phase shift between the two curves is clue to the 
particular choice of the starting position for the initial wave and the differ- 
ence of the wave speed between the two cases. The peak amplitude of the 
fur= predicted by Isnacson's theory is about 40% lower than that given by 
the present calculation, and this discrepar~cy is believed to be primarily due 
to the mnlinear wave distortions near the cylinder. Murison's formula for 
C, with the vortex-drag comporlent neglected for comparison on an equal 
basis, can be made to closely match our numerical results during the initial 
phase of the iwpact period if the irlertial mass coefficient is selected by a 
least-squrues fii to the numerical curve for time less than the t?rst zero 
crossing of C,: However, the wave symmetry sssurned in Morison's approach 
makes quantitative compariso~ls during the latter stages of the interaction 
to be of limited value. 
The three-dimensional scattering of solitary waves by a fixed vertical 
surface-piercing cylinder in water with constant depth has been studied 
analyrically and numerically. We have seer] the well-balanced interplay of 
the nonli~iear and dispersive effects in the transient phenomenon of scat- 
tering and diffractim of a solirary wave by a vertical cylinder, Fur large 
main wave amplitude, the excess mass, momentum. and cnergy froin the 
primary wave co~~tribute significantly to the scattered wave. We have also 
seen that three-dimensional features dominate the wave-structure interac- 
tiori process and the circular nature of the scattered waves. Thcrefore, the 
nonlinear, dispersive, and three-dimensiont\l effecrs all must be considered 
in studying this proccss, and the genel-alizecl Boussinesq model seems to be 
an appropriate model within the current range of parameters. 
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We put the notdtions as usual A;, = t$(ih#. ].Aq, nht) and {;, 7 [(!A(, 
jAq, nAt), in which the space mesh size in transformed domain is given 
by A e  = AT = 1, and the time step s i ~ e  by At. The prcdicting finite dif- 
ference equations ( redictors) of (16) ill~d (17),  US^ to determine thc pro- 
visional values of 5% ilud &Fil. are expressed as 
where 
and 
and 
The free-surface elevation and layer-mean velocily potential at (n -I- 1)At 
time step are evaluated by using the following correctors: 
and 
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APPENDIX Ill. NOTATION 
The following qmbols we wed in this paper: 
a = amplitude of a solitary wave; 
Cf = force coefficient; 
(: = (1 + a)'": 
C, = 
c, = wr-action alol4itudr in (14) and (15); 
LL = decay cvnstclnt i11 (14) af~d ( 1 5 ) ;  
D = Qiaueter of cylinder: 
e., = the unit mrmal along the z-axis: 
F = 11q cirorlyna~nic force; 
g = grwitarlwal consrant: 
h - variable waler depth; 
it, = undisturbed wnter Ijcpth: 
1 = X h Y r l  - Jy7y5: 
# ,  = ub'/h$ 
Ktv = u ~ J D ~ ;  
k = [.k"(l t 
n -. unit nurrlrul to fixcd boundaries: 
P = attraction fuimivn defined 111 (14): 
p = p:enurc; 
pL = PIESbUrC 011 cylinder surhce; 
p, = rrml~ient surface prcssure; 
Q = attruction function clciintd lo (15): 
R = rddius of vcrticd cylinder; 
T = wave period; 
t = time: 
li, - u k 2 .  LJrsell number; 
W = widlh of computatiurial channel; 
x. y -= hurucmtal Carrcsim coordinates; 
z = vertical coordinate; 
a = a/h,; 
p = X&, + y ty , , ;  
6 = x;, + y:;  
F = h,!A: 
y = ': + !'g 
Q1 = velocity pteutial;  
Q, = layermean value of origi~lal velocity pvtent~lrl ACT, y ,  
z, 1 ) ;  
A = tj@cal wavelength; 
p = fluid density; 
(T = defir~ecl in (22): 
T - dcfined in (23): 
[k(r .  y ) ,  ~ ( x ,  y )] = transfurmcd coordinates; 
5 = frecwrface elevation, mcl 
T = ( 8 3 . ~ .  a/ay). 
